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Abstract 
Given a number field F and an arbitrary allowable group G, we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions on the field F in order to have a Galois and cogalois extension K/F with Galois 
group G. 
1. Introduction 
In [2], Greither and Harrison introduced the concept of cagolois extensions for the 
study of radical extensions of fields. These extensions are those generated by radicals 
of elements of the base field and in which the order of the torsion of the quotient group 
of the multiplicative groups of the fields is bounded by the degree of the extension. In 
their important paper, Greither and Harrison proved that in cogalois extensions there 
is a property similar to that in Galois extensions, namely, there exists a bijective 
correspondence from the subgroups of the torsion group to the subfields of the 
extension. A difference with respect to Galois extensions is that for Galois extensions 
the correspondence is inclusion-inverting while for cogalois extensions this corres- 
pondence preserves inclusion. Furthermore, any intermediate extension of a cogalois 
extension is again cogalois. 
Technically the most difficult problem in order to obtain cogalois extensions is the 
appearance of new roots of unity. To avoid this difficulty, Greither and Harrison 
introduced the concept of neat presentation of an extension. In both cases, namely, 
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cogalois and neat presentation, if the extension is also Galois, there exists a perfect 
pairing between the Galois group and a subgroup of the cogalois group. This pairing 
gives a duality of lattices of subgroups between the Galois group and a subgroup of 
the cogalois groups. This duality imposes a strong restriction on the Galois group, 
and such groups are called allowable by Greither and Harrison. They prove in [2] that 
these groups are the same as the quasi-Hamiltonian groups with the 2-sylow sub- 
group non-Hamiltonian. These groups were studied by Baer, Iwasawa [3], Jones, Ore, 
and Suzuki [4] among others. In particular, these groups are metabelian. 
Allowable groups, being nilpotent, are the direct product of their Sylow subgroups 
which were completely characterized by Iwasawa in [3]. In the case of an abelian 
cogalois extension, the Galois and the cogalois groups are isomorphic [I]. 
In [ 11, the authors found necessary and sufficient conditions on a number field for 
the existence of an abelian cogalois extension with given Galois group. In particular it 
is shown that there always exists some extension of number fields with given abelian 
cogalois and Galois group (the base field not being fixed beforehand). 
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize the above result to a general 
allowable group. That is, given an arbitrary allowable group, we find necessary and 
sufficient conditions on a number field in order to have a Galois and cogalois 
extension with this group as Galois group. Very roughly speaking, the correct 
condition on the base field is the presence of certain roots of unity plus the absence of 
certain other ones. For details, see Proposition 4, Theorems 5 and 6. 
In Section 2 we present the terminology and notation which will be used along the 
paper. In Section 3 we recall and give some definitions and results concerning 
allowable groups, and Galois and cogalois extensions. In Section 4 we find necessary 
conditions on a number field F for the existence of a Galois and cogalois extension of 
F with a given allowable group as Galois group. In Sections 557 we prove that the 
conditions found in Section 4 are also sufficient. In particular it is shown that any 
allowable group appears as the Galois group of a cogalois extension of some number 
field. 
2. Terminology 
All the fields considered in this paper are number fields, that is, they are finite 
extensions of Q, the field of rational numbers. 
9’ = {p 1 p is a positive rational odd prime or p = 4f 
If K is a field, K* = K\jO). 
For a field extension K/F, the torsion of K/F is defined by .T(K/F) = 
{a E K 1 am E F * for some positive integer m}. 
The coyulois yroup of the extension K/F is defined by cog(K/F) = .T(K/F)IF* 
c K*/F*. 
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If F is a field, a E F, an algebraic closure of F, K 2 F(a) and a E Y(K/F), then 
o(a, K*/F*) denotes the order of a in cog(K/F). We will write o(a, K*/F*) = o(a) 
when no confusion arises. 
Given a group G and o E G, o(a) denotes the order of O. 
If H is a subgroup of G, we will write H < G, and Ha G if H is normal in G. The 
index of H in G will be denoted by [G: H]. If aI, u2, . . . ,u, E G, (a1,u2, . . . ,(I~) = 
{al,u2, . . . . a,.} will denote the subgroup of G generated by ul,a2, . . . , a,. 
If G and G, are groups, G z G1 will mean that G and G1 are isomorphic. In general, 
the symbol E will denote isomorphism for fields, groups, lattices, etc. 
If HI and H2 are subgroups of a group G, the commutator subgroup of HI and 
H2 is [H,, H,] = (h, h2 h;’ h;’ I hl E HI, h2 E H2). 
For any finite group G, exp(G) denotes the exponent of G. 
We will write [, for an arbitrarily fixed primitive nth root of unity in C, C denoting 
the field of complex numbers, such that i& = {,, for arbitrary positive rational integers 
n and m. 
If p is a prime number, w(p) will denote the set of all p”th roots of unity in @, that is 
%-(p) = {[ E C 1 ip” = 1, for some positive integer n}. 
If K is a field, p(K) = {LX E K 1 CI is a root of unity). 
If K is a field and T is a group of automorphisms of K, K’ denotes the fixed subfield 
of K under T. 
For any set A, 1 Al denotes the cardinality of A. 
The cyclic group with n elements will be written as C, = Z/Q. The multiplicative 
group of invertible elements in Z/nZ will be denoted by U, = (Z/nZ)*. 
For a rational prime p, we will write u,,(x) for the p-adic valuation of the rational 
number x. 
Finally, the symbol 0 will denote the end of a proof. 
3. General results 
Definition 1 (Greither and Harrison [2]). Let K/F be a finite extension of fields. Then 
K/F is called 
(i) conormal if Icog(K/F)I I [K: F], 
(ii) coseparable if K = F(r(K/F)), that is, K is generated by the torsion of 
K*JF*, 
(iii) cogalois if K/F is conormal and coseparable. 
For each U <cog(K/F), we denote the field F(o) by KC, where 
F* < u < Y(K/F) and U = U/F*. 
Theorem 1 (Greither and Harrison, [2, Theorem 1.63). Let K/F he a cogalois exten- 
sion and E un intermediutejield F s F c K. Then 
(i) K/E and E/F are both cogulois extensions, 
(ii) E = KcogtEIF, = F((cog(E/F))) = F(.Y(E/F)). 
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(iii) for a subgroup U ofcog(K/F), cog(K,/F) = U, 
(iv) the maps cog( _/F) and K _ are inverse isomorphisms of lattices, 
(v) cog(K/E) s cog(K/F)/cog(E/F). 
Definition 2. A field extension K/F is called pure if for any p E .P, [,$K/F. 
Theorem 2 (Greither and Harrison, [2, Theorem 1.51). A field extension K/F is 
cogalois iff K/F is coseparable, separable and pure. 
Given two positive rational integers m and r, m will be said related to r, if m divides 
r and for any p E 9, p divides m iff p divides r. If m is related to r, one defines 
D I, m =ker(~:U,~U,)={xmodr~U,~~r1modm}={(1+Im)modr~O~1~r/ 
m - l}. Furthermore, we have that D,,, r Gal(Q([,)/Q([,)) z Grim. 
Lemma 1. x E D,., generates D rVm [fx = 1 + km, with k relatively prime to r/m. 
Proof. Let m = JJPpdlp, r = n,p”p. We have a natural isomorphism D,,, 2 
n DPqp. pl*im Now, x mod r generates D,,, iff x mod pp generates D,s,,~ for all pi r/m. 
Let x = 1 + km with (k, r/m) = 1. Then x = 1 + k’p” with (k’,p) = 1. Note that c( 2 2 if 
p = 2. We have 
xr = (1 + k’p”)’ = 1 + 
and 
For i 2 2 we will see that 
Let 
A=v, t (0 ) i P"' - v,(tp”) = vp(;(;)p-) = 
=%($I :)) + a(i - 1) 2 a(i - 1) - up(i). 
For a 2 1 and p a prime, a I p’ - (p - 1) an the inequality is strict for a 2 2. 
Therefore, if i is relatively prime to p, then up(i) = 0 and A 2 ~(i - 1) 2 C( 2 1 > 0. If 
p divides i, we write i = p”b, where b is relatively prime to p and a 2 1. Therefore, 
up(i) = u I p”b - (p - 1) = i - (p - 1). Hence, A 2 cr(i - 1) - i + (p - 1) 2 p - 2. 
Therefore A > 0 for p > 2. For p = 2 we have M 2 2, so A 2 2(i - 1) 
-i+l=i-l>O. 
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Hence x’ = (1 + k’p”)’ = 1 + tk”p” with (k”,p) = 1. Therefore o(l + k’p”)mod 
pp = pB -‘. This proves that x = 1 + km with (k, r/m) = 1 is a generator of D,, ,,, and 
there are cp(r/m) of these elements, cp the Euler cp-function. This proves the 
lemma. 0 
Definition 3 (Greither and Harrison [23). A finite group G is called allowable if 
G contains an abelian normal subgroup H such that there exists an exact sequence of 
groups 
l-H-G-D,,,-1 (1) 
where the exponent of G divides r,m is related to r and D,,, acts on H by scalar 
multiplication, that is, if g E G, @ = n E D,,,,h E H, then “h = g hg- ’ = h” (or nh if H is 
written additively). 
(In fact, Greither and Harrison called allowable the group extension. We will call 
allowable both, the group extension and the group G itself.) 
We have 
Theorem 3 (Greither and Harrison, [2, Theorems 2.5 and 2.61). A group G is allow- 
able zr G admits a lattice inclusion-inverting involution 8 of subgroups of G, with 
lO(U)I = IGI/IUlfor U <G. 
We have that G acts on Z/rZ via D,., as multiplication, that is, if g E G, S = s E D,,,. 
and x E Z/rZ’ then gx = sx E ZJrZ. Let Z’(G,Z/r7) be the group of crossed 
homomorphisms of G in Z/rZ, that is, Z’(G,Z/rZ) = (x:G -+ Z/rZIX(ggI) = 
x(g) + “x(gJL W e d enote X(G) = Z’(G,Z/rZ). We have that X(G) is an abelian 
group. 
The map 
G x X(G) A ZlrZ z ([,) 
given by 4((g, x)) = x(g) is a perfect pairing that induces a duality from the subgroups 
of G onto the subgroups of X(G) as follows: if U < G, W < X(G), then 
UL = {x E X(G) I x(u) = 1 for all u E U), W’ = {g E G 1 x(g) = 1 for all x E W). We 
have Uil’ = U and WL’ = W (see [2, Theorem 2.51). Finally, exp(X(G)) = exp(G). 
Definition 4. A group G is called modular or M-group if its lattice of subgroups L(G) 
is modular (for definitions we refer to [4]). 
If G and H are groups such that their subgroup lattices L(G) and L(H) are 
isomorphic with isomorphism 4, Cp is called a projectivity of G onto H. 
We say that H is a dual of G if there is a bijection f from L(G) to L(H) such that 
f(Un f’) = (.f(u), f(V) and f(<u, v>) =S(U)nf(v). 
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It follows from Theorem 3 that if G is allowable, then G has an abelian dual and G is 
nilpotent (the uniqueness of the p-Sylow subgroup follows from the perfect pairing of 
G with X(G)). 
Theorem 4 
(i) A nilpotent group G bus a dual @ G is u torsion group and every primary 
component of G is a finite modulur group that is not a Hamiltonian 2-group. 
(ii) A nilpotent group G and a group H are duals of each other iffL(G) is se!fdual and 
L(G) r L(H). 
(iii) If a nilpotent group G bus a dual, then there exists a projectivity of G onto an 
ahelian group. 
(iv) A non-Hamiltonian p-group G is a modular tff G contains an abelian normal 
subgroup N with cyclic fuctor group G/N und there exist an element t E G such that 
G = (N, t) and s a positive rational integer, s 2 2 if‘p = 2, such that t a t- ’ = a’ +p‘for 
every a E N. 
(v) Ajnite group G is u quasi-Hamiltonian iff G is nilpotent and the subgroup lattices 
of its Sylow subgroups are modular. 
Proof. 
(i) [4, p. 87, Theorem 21. 
(ii) [4, p. 89, Theorem 31. 
(iii) [4, p. 89, Theorem 41. 
(iv) [4, p. 13, Theorem 141, [3, Satz 181. 
(v) [4, p. 7, Theorem 71. 0 
Therefore, we have that a finite group G is allowable iff G is nilpotent and if G, is its 
p-Sylow subgroup, then G, has a presentation of the form 
G, = u1,u2 ,..., a,,bl~;~‘= 1, aiaj = ajai, br” = fi a;“,b&’ = a;+P’, 
i=l 
s 2 1, and s 2 2 if p = 2, m, 2 m2 2 ... 2 m,, ti I m,, s + ti 2 mi, 




1 - HP- G,- D,~+~,,~-l (2’) 
is an exact sequence where H, has basis {aI,a2, . . . ,a,}, HP is abelian, exp(G,) = p”, 
n 5 _ + e and b E G, is such that its image in D,,+c., A is the natural generator 1 + p”, 
O(Ui) = pm’, 
H, r C,nt, @ ... @ r+; 
b acts on H, as follows: for h E HP, bh = bhb-’ = h' ““. 
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Proposition 1. Let G be an allowuble group given by (1). Then G’ = H”. Furthermore, $ 
G, = [G,_ 1, G], then G, = H”‘, where G,, = G, t r 1. 
Proof. Let b E G be such that the image of b in D,,, is 1 + m. If h E H, then 
h” = bhb- ‘h- ‘. Therefore H” c G’. On the other hand if x,y E G, x = h,b”, y = hzb 
for some rational integers n,u, then xyx-‘y-’ = hlb”h2bub-“h~‘b-“h~’ = 
hl(b”h,b~“)6”h;‘b~Uh;’ = hIh, (lfm)“h~(l+m)Uh;l. Since (1 + M)” = lmodm and 
(1 + WI)” E 1 modm, we have that xyx- ‘y-i = h”,“hb;” E H”, and it follows that 
G’ = H”. 
The last statement follows easily from the previous paragraph and induction 
on t. 0 
Corollary 1. For an allowable group, the.following stutements are equivalent: 
(i) G is abelian. 
(ii) H c Z(G), the center of G. 
(iii) exp(H) divides tn. 
Corollary 2. !f G is given by (2), then 
G’ = {ay‘,ai’, . . , af”} 
Furthermore, exp(G’) < exp(G). 
Proposition 2 (Iwasawa [3, Satz 16, Hilfssatz 203). An allowable p-group G has a basis 
{x1, x2, . ) x,} in the ,following sense: each g E G has u unique representation 
g = _I$ . . . x,” with0 5 Sli < o(x~) = p”‘, 1 <i I t,nI 2 n2 2 ... 2 n,.If{yl,y2,...,ys) 
is unother such basis, then s = t and ifo(yl) 2 ... 2 o(Y*), then O(xi) = O(_Vi), 1 I i I f 
(thut is, the numbers n,, . . . , n, are characteristic of the group G). Furthermore, if x E G is 
of maximal order, x,forms part of a basis. Finally, the exponent of G is exp(G) = p”, 
where n = n, and 
(ggl)p’-’ = gPnmlgf ’ for all g,gl E G. 
Any element x that belongs to a basis of G, will be called basic element or simply 
busic. 
From Proposition 2, the perfect pairing of G with X(G) and from the duality 
between X(G) and its group of characters, it follows that if {x1, x2,. , xt} is a basis of 
G (in the sense of Proposition 2), then 
X(G) E {.:1,i2, . . . ,gI} z C,“, @ C,n, @ .‘. @ C,“,, with O(Xi) = O(Xli) = p"' 
and therefore {I,,.Z,, . . . , zZI} is a basis of X(G). One shows first that for every x E X(G) 
one has o(xj)x(xj) = 0. This implies that there are at most o(Xj) possibilities for each 
value x(xi). Since IX(G)1 = ]G\ = 0(x1) -.. o x ( ,), one sees by counting that there exist 
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at least O(xi) elements x E X(G) satisfying x(Xj) = 0 for j # i. An easy argument now 
produces an element Ii E X(G) with hi = 0 (j # i) and li(xi) = T/O(xi) E Z/rZ. 
The assertions we made about the li then follow easily. 
In particular, it follows that exp(G) = exp(X(G)) = p”‘. We say that Zi corresponds 
to xi. We also have that t is the minimum number of generators of G. 
If G is an allowable group given by (l), we will write G = H M D,,, in case G is 
a semidirect product with the action given in Definition 3. 
Let G be an allowable non-abelian p-group of order p”. If n = 3, we have that G is 
isomorphic to D = (u, u 1 up2 = up = 1, utW1 = u”“) z CPz= C, z CPzx DPz,P, for 
p > 2 and there is no such G for p = 2, that is, there is no allowable non-abelian group 
of order 8 [3, Satz 111. For n = 4 we have that G is one of the following groups [3, Satz 
151: 
D1 ={u,uJup3=uP= l,uuu-’ =ul+pz)~(u)><l(u)~Cp~><lDp~,p~; 
X(D,) = Cp3 @ C,; p 2 2; 
Dz = {u,u,wIu p2=up=wp=1,u~u-‘=~‘+p,w~=~w,wu=uw) 
z (u, w) >Q (u) E (C,z 0 C,)xl Dpz,P; X(D,)=Cpz@CP@CP; p>2; 
D3 = {u,uIup2’= up2 = 1, UUV-~ = u’+,} E (u)M(u) z Cp2~Dp~,p; 
X(D3)=Cp2@Cp2; p>2. 
For n = 5, using (2) and some calculations, it can be shown that G is isomorphic to 
one of the following eight groups for p > 2, and the first three for p = 2: 
G1 = Cp4xlDp4,p3, X(G,) = CP40 C,, p22, 
G2 = Cp3xDP4 P2, X(G,) = C,J 0 C,z, P22, 
G3=(Cp~@Cp)~Dp~,p~, X(G,)=Cp30CpOCp, P22, 
G4 = Cp2~DP4,P, X (G4) = CPz @ CP3, P>2, 
G5 = (CPz 0 CJXD~~,~, X(G,) = Cp2 @ C,lO C,, P>2, 
G6 = Cp~>dDp3,P, X(G,) = Cp3@Cp2, P>2, 
G,=(Cp'OCpOCp)>dDp~,p, X(G,)=Cp~OCpOCpOCp, P>2, 
G8 = (C,z @ C,z)x Dp2,p, X(G,) = CP2 0 Cp2 0 C,, p>2. 
Up to now, all allowable p-groups have been semidirect product of some H with 
some D,,,. However this is not true in general. To see an example we prove: 
Proposition 3. Let G be an allowable non-abelian p-group given by (2) with two 
generators, that is, G is generated by a, and b. Then, the following statements are 
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equivalent: 
(i) G’ = {a y’) is not contained in any subgroup generated by a basic element of G. 
(ii) G is not the semidirect product ofH with D,-e,,x for all possible choices of H and 
D,T-C,,a as in (2’). 
(iii) G is not a non-trivial semidirect product. 
Proof. (iii) + (ii): Immediate. 
(i) *(iii): If G = A ><I B, With A = {x}, B = { y}, x and y basic elements of A and B, 
then {x, y} is a basis of G. Now, since Au G, yx y- ’ x- 1 = X” for some n. From this, it 
follows that G’ G {x}, contrary to what was assumed. 
(ii) =j. (i): If G’ c {x} and {x, y> is a basis of G, then y x y- ’ = xn, for some n. Since 
G is allowable, in particular nilpotent, it is well known (see [3, Satz 141) that 
n = 1 modp if p > 2 and n = 1 mod4 if p = 2. So we have yxy-’ = xlfkp’, with 
k relatively prime to p, s 2 1 and s 2 2 if p = 2. We have that 1 + kp” is a generator of 
the cyclic group D,n,, s and then (1 + kp”)” = (1 + p”) mod p” for some u relatively 
prime to p, where p” = o(x). Hence y”x y-” = x~+~’ and G z HxD,~,+$,,~ where 
H = {x} and o(y) = p”. Therefore G’ is not contained in any subgroup generated by 
a basic element. 0 
Example. This is an example of an allowable group of order p6, p > 2, which is not 
a semidirect product. 
Let G = (a,bla p’ = bP4 = 1, bP3 = up’, bab-’ = a’+,}. Let H = {a}. We have 
o(b) = p4, bP3 E H, bP2#H. F ur th ermore, G’ = HP = {up}, IG’l = p2, exp(G) = p4, 
1 G I = p6, so (~y)~~ = xp3yp’ for all x, y E G. Since exp(G) = p4 any basis contains an 
element of order p4. If x is an element of order p4, we write x = aabO, 
XP” = *XP3 bSPJ = (bt()pJ # 1, and therefore, j3 is relatively prime to p. It is easy to see 
(and we will prove it later) that for any rational integer k, we have xk = amkbkfl for some 
mk E Z. Then xp2 = am~zbPP2~{a}. 
We will see that ap is not contained in any subgroup generated by a basic element. 
Let (x, y> be a basis of G. By Proposition 2, any basis has two elements, one has order 
p4 and the other has order p2, say o(x) = p4 and o(y) = p2. We have x = u”b”, 
(p,p) = 1. If up E {xl, then o(a”) = o(xpz) = p*, hence sip = xp’ for some i relatively 
prime to p. But we have xp2 = a”‘~‘bpp’ = aip${a} = H which is a contradiction. Now, 
if up E {y), o(a”) = o(y) = p2, and then we may assume ap = y. We have 
.xP’ = anP3 b6PJ = @P’ = apP2 = yflP which contradicts that {x, y} is basis of G. There- 
fore, G’ is not contained in any sibgroup generated by a basic element and G is not 
a non-trivial semidirect product. 
As a consequence of Proposition 3, we have: 
Corollary 3. If G is given by (2) with r = 1 and G is not a semidirect product, then 
s<tI <e. 
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Proof. We have that o(h) = p8+m1P’i, ~(a,) = pm’, G’ = {~y’j. If e 2 t,,a, would be 
basic and G’ s (ul}. Thus f1 < e and h is basic. Ifs 2 t,, bP”‘“’ = a;’ and therefore 
G’ c {h}. so s < ti. 0 
Now we calculate some valuations that will be very useful for the construction of 
field extensions with given allowable Galois groups. 
Lmma2. Letu=(l +pS)“,pavationalprime,s2 latds22,f0i-p=2,k~ l,!~> 1. 
Therz v,(l + u + . . . + tik-‘) = v,(k). 
Proof. We assume first E = 1. We have 
1 +u+ “’ +Ukml = (Uk - l)/(u - I) = (1 /p”) [( 1 + p”)k - l] 
and 
(1 + pyk - 1 = ji, ; psi. 
0 
By the proof of Lemma 1 we have that, 
for i 2 2, ~~((“;)~~i)>c,((:)p’)=r,tkp.). 
Therefore c,((l + P”)~ - 1) = u,(kp”) = u,(k) + S, and then 
= o,(k) + s - s = v,(k). 
Now for c( > 1 we apply the above calculation to [( 1 + ps)ak - l]/ 
C(1 + P”)” - 11. 0 
A similar argument, a little more precise, proves: 
Lemma 3. Let u = 1 + p’. Then 1 + u + ... + z$“~’ = p’[l + Ip”‘], with 1 relatively 
prime to p, s, = s - ~‘~(2) 2 1, that is, s, = sfor p > 2 und s1 = s - 1 jor p = 2. 
Lemma 4. Let G be a group given by (2’), that is, b h b- ’ = h’ +p’, h E H,. Let x = h b”, 
with CY E L. Then xk = hflkbkar with vp(/lk) = v,(k). Furthermore, if M = 1, then xp’ = 
hp’[’ “p”lbp”, sc = s - u,(2), 1 relatively prime to p. 
Proof. Let u = (1 + p”)“. Then .x2 = h b” h b” = h h” h b-” b2” = h’ +’ b2”. By induction 
we obtain Xk = hl+U+..+U’-’ bkz and the result follows from Lemma 2. The second 
part follows from Lemma 3. 0 
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4. Necessary conditions for the existence of an extension with given Galois 
allowable p-group 
In this section, we will find necessary conditions on a number field F to have 
a cogalois and Galois extension K/F with Galois group a given allowable p-group G. 
Here G always will be given by (2) or (2’) and we will assume that G is not abelian, that 
is ml > s. 
Consider the following statement: 
There exists a cogalois and Galois extension K/F with Galois group G. (3) 
Definition 5. If the statement above is true for a number field F and an allowable 
p-group G, we will say that F satisJies (3) with respect to G. 
We start with a lemma that gives us the basic restriction on the pth roots of unity 
that must be absent in a field F, where F satisfies (3) with respect to G. 
Lemma 5. Let G be given by (2) and T < G such that T is not normal in G and 
[G: T] = pr. [f F satkjies (3) with respect to G, then necessarily [,,$F. 
Proof. Let E = KT. Then E/F is a non-normal extension generated by radicals of 
exponent dividing pr, so iPr$ F. 0 
Let G be an allowable p-group and F a number field satisfying (3) with respect to G. 
Then F satisfies (3) with respect to G/G’. So if 
G/G’ = C,q @ C,z, @ .‘. @ Cp”r, cxl 2 a2 2 ... 2 cck, 
we have iPli E F [l, Theorem 231. On the other hand, if K/F is any of these extensions, 
then K/F must be pure. Let p” = exp(G). Since X(G) has also exponent p”, X(G) is 
isomorphic to the cogalois group of K/F and K/F is normal, we have i,m E K. It 
follows that F(<,“)/F is pure. 
In order to find more conditions, we study several cases: 
(I) We consider first the case r 2 2. 
(a) If m2 > s, then 
H/G’ = H/HP’ z C,T @ C,y @ C,s, @ ... @ Cpp,, 
with pi 2 s, i 2 3. Since H/G’ s G/G’, it follows that <,T E F. Furthermore, z2 = s. 
Now we consider the quotient 
Gi z G/{a3, . . . ,a,$ 
z (x1,x2, y 1 xp”’ = 1, X1X2 = X2X1, yp’ = Xf’X,P”, YXiy-l = X!+“, i = 1,2). 
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Then K1 = f<!““, .ar; /F is a Galois and cogalois extension with Galois group Gi. We 
have 0(x1) = pm’, 0(x2) = pm’, o(y) = p’+“, u = maxjmi - tr,q - t2}. 
Changing indices if necessary, we may assume m, - ti 2 m2 - tZ, so o(y) = 
e+m1-f, 
P . 
(al) If e + ml - t1 > rnl,m2, then e > tl,y is a basic element and X(G,) has 
a maximal component C,e+-,-~,. Now, it is easy to see that {x2} n {y} = { 1). If 
we represent he generators of X(G,), corresponding to x1,x2 and y (see the remarks 
after Proposition 2), by gr, ,-Z2 and y”, we have that o(l,mod (j)) = p”’ and 
o(x”r mod(j)) = p’1+mz-r2 in X(G,)/(j). Therefore, we have: 
X(G,) = 
i 
Cp~+m,~~, @ C,-, 0 C,l, if t2 2 tl, 
c 
P e+m,-l, @ Cp~,+m2-~l @ Cpfl if t2 < tl. 
In the case t2 2 tl, we have that there exists a basis (y,xz, zj of Gr, where o(z) = p”. 
Let 
T = {y,z,x$“}. 
Then [G, : T] = p”+ ‘. On the other hand, if T were normal in Gr, we would have 
yxzy-lx;’ = X;‘E T 
and since GI/T = {X2 } it would follow that [G, : T] I p’. Hence by Lemma 5 we 
have ips+ I 4 F. 
Now, if tz < tr < e, then 
X(Gr) = C,e+-,-I, @ Cpl,+m,-rl 0 C,g,, 
y is a basic element and using Lemma 4 and (2) we have that o(x;“ypee”) = pm2+r’-‘2 
for some c( relatively prime to p and ‘-” x;“yp is a basic element. So (y, zo, z> is a basis 
of Gr with 
z. = x;“ype-” ) 
o(z) = pf2. In fact, z is of the form 
x;ax;~p’l-‘2 pc-5 
Y 
for some /? relatively prime to p. 
Let 
T = {y,z;‘+‘,z}. 
As before, we have that T is not normal in G1 and [G, : T] = p’+l. Hence, ips+l $F. 
(a2) Now, if m, 2 e + ml - tl, m2, we will have that x1 is a basic element. Let 
{x1,z1,z2} be a basis of Gr. Taking 
T = {x~‘+‘,zl,zz} 
we conclude as before that ips+l $F. 
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(a3) If rn2 2 e + ml - tl,ml, similarly as before we can prove that (,A+ I$ F. 
This finishes the case r 2 2 and m2 > s and we have obtained that, in this case, 
i,\ E F and (,.+j$F. 
(b) Assume now m2 I s. We consider 
G1 z G/{a2,u3 ,..., a,) E (.~,y~.x~~’ = 1, y”‘= x”‘, y.xy-’ =.x1+,‘). 
We shall write m = ml and t = t,. Then we have G; = (.xP‘}, o(x) = pm and 
o(y) = p’+“-‘. 
(bl) If m 2 e + m - t, that is, t 2 e, then we have that x is a basic element of G, 
! 
>P” = xP1 - _ (.xP’ ‘y”. 
Using Lemma 4, we obtain that z = .Y”~“’ y is another basic, for some a relatively 
prime top. Then G, = {x,z} g (.X)X(Z). We consider T = (z,.Y~‘+‘), [Cl : T] = psf ’
and T is not normal in Gi, so (,s+~$F. 
(b2) If r + m - t > m, that is, if e > t, then y is a basic element of G,. 
First, we assume s < f, that is, s < t < e. Let { y, z) be a basis of Gi, o(z) = pt. Let 
T = (Q”+’ f. Then [G, : T] = psfl. Now by Lemma 4, z is of the form z = .x-“~0, 
with x relatively prime to p. So, if T were normal in Gi we would have 
yzy-iz-’ =.x-gP’ E T, then [G, : T] I p’. Therefore T is not normal, so ipY+ I$F. 
Now, if t I s, then yp’+” = xp‘. Let {y,z} be a basis of Gi. Taking T = {z,y”‘+“” ‘1, 
it will follow that T is not normal in Gi, [G, : T] = psfl +(e-l). Therefore, ip5+l -cL1 II+ F. 
Then, the case Y 2 2 is complete and we have shown that [,,a I+=$F, where u’ = 0 
except when m2 I s and ti = min{s,e, ti}. In the last situation, w = e - ti. 
(II) For the case Y = 1, G 2 {a, b 1 a”” = 1, bp” = up’, ha b- ’ = u1 +p‘}. 
If s = min {s, t, e}, it follows from case I that i,,?+ I4 F. 
If t = minjs,t,e}, then 
G z fb}xl{x} with xp’ = 1, xbx-’ = b’+P“” I. (4) 
That is G z C,~+-~~xl Cpl. Therefore, from case I, it follows that iPy+ 1 +w+F. 
Finally, if e = min {s, t, e}, then G has a basis {u, x} with x a .x- ’ = a’ +p’, that is, 
G z (u),x{xJ z C,mXlC,,~ (5) 
then, by case I, we have that iPY+ I 4 F. 
This finishes the case Y = 1. We have that ipL+ I +,+ $ F, where M? = 0, expect in the case 
r = minjs, t, e). In this situation w = e - t. 
Therefore, we have proven: 
Proposition 4. Let G be an allowable p-ymp given by (2). Let p” = exp(G) and 
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If a number ,fietd F sati@ies (3) with respect to G, then 
0) iPai E F, 
(ii) F([,.)/F is pure, 
(iii) [,,+ I in, 4 F, where w = 0 except when 
(a) r 2 2, m2 Is clnd tl = minjs,t,,e) or 
(b) r = 1, tl = min{s,ti,e}, 
and in these cases, w = e - t,. 
5. Sufficient conditions I: Case 5,. E F, [,,.+I $F 
The main purpose in Sections 5-7 is to show that the conditions stated in 
Proposition 4 are also sufficient for the existence of an extension K/F of 
number fields, which is Galois and cogalois with Galois group a given allowable 
p-group. 
In this section will consider G an allowable p-group given by (2) and F a number 
field such that i,‘ E F, cPs+ I 4 F. First we prove two general results which will be very 
useful later, namely when we construct explicitly Galois and cogalois extensions. 
Lemma 6. Let F be as above, s 2 1 and s 2 2 ifp = 2. Let e and II be positive integers 
such that s I n I e + s and e I n. If the extension F([,n)/F is pure, then the extension 
F(a)/F is Galois and cogaiois with Gaiois group C,e, where ap“ = [,> qpm-‘, that is 
a = ip”’ ql/p’“-“, q a positive rational prime, and such that [,” E F(u), ip”+ 1 #F(cl),for all 
butjinitely many q. 
Proof. First we consider n = e + s. Let CI = [,“. We have that F([,“)/F is cogalois and 
since Q([,n)n F = Q([p5), we have the result. 
Now we consider the case n < e + s. Since e I n, it follows from the proof of 
Theorem 23 of [l] that F(a)/F is a Galois and cogalois extension with Galois 
group C,e for all but finitely many q. Now, let q be an unramified prime in F/Q. We 
have that u~“~-” 
Y 
= ipn q E F(N), hence ipn E F(a). We also have ~p‘t’~‘~’ = i,n+l 
qlip E F(a). If [,#+I E F(u), then qlip E F(cc). From the fact that the extension in cyclic, 
cogalois and o(q’lp, F(a)*/F*) = o([,>+l, F(cr)*/F*) = p, it follows that F(qlIP) = 
F(<,a+ 1)) but q is not ramified in F([,- l)/Q and q is ramified in F(qL’P)/Q. Therefore 
ipn+~$F(a). 0 
With the notation given in Lemma 6, we consider the extension F(a)/F. Let L be 
a finite extension of F(m) such that [,.+I$L. Here p” = exp(G). 
Let 
6 = (~p.~~~~~,qliP’+~~n”/)l~pm’ if e > t, 
p/Pm’ if e 5 ti 
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t is a positive rational prime. In fact 
dPrn’ =
i 
cc”“1 if e > tj 
1 if e < ti ’ 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. For all but finitely many 1, L(o)/L and F(6, cc)/F(cr) are Galois and cogalois 
extensions with Galois group C,-,. Furthermore, iP”+ 14 L(6). 
Proof. Since ipn E F(a) E L and mi 5 n we have that L(6)/L and F(&cr)/F(a) are 
cyclic Galois extensions. If we choose 1 to be unramified in L/Q, we will have that 
L(o)/L and F(6, a)/ F(a) are cyclic Galois extensions with Galois group C,-,. Now, for 
Ii # 1, (6, and d2 defined in terms of 1, and l2 respectively), it is easily seen that 
L(a,)nL(&) = L and F(GI,cc)nF(&,cr) = F(a). (6) 
Let q1 E P be such that <,, E L(6) or &, E F(6, a). We have that q1 is ramified in L/Q 
or q1 = 1. Taking 1 > [L(6): Q] + 2, it suffices to consider the case q1 ramified in 
L/Q. For such q1 with i,,$L (or [,l$F(a)), using (6) we obtain the result (see 
Theorem 23 in Cl]). fJ 
Proposition 5. Let G be an allowable p-group given by (2), F a numberjeld such that 
<,q E F, cry+ I $ F and F(c,n)/F p ure, where p” = exp(G). Then there exist infinitely many 
Galois and cogalois extensions K/F with Galois group G. 
Proof. We have that p” = exp(G), n = max{m,,e + w}, w = max, 5j $I {mj - tj). 
Then e + s 2 n. First we construct L = F(a) as in Lemma 6. Now let 
Gi = G/{a, ,..., a,_l,ai+l ,..., a,} g {xi,yiIx8’= 1, J$” = -up”, yixiy,’ =x”“‘}. 
We will construct an extension F(cr, Si) of L such that F(a, oi)/F is Galois and cogalois 
with Galois group Gi. 
Let p”’ = exp(G,), e I ni = max{m,, e + mi - ti} < n < e + s and 
sp”, = 
i 
aP”qi if e > ti 
91 if e I ti 
with qi a positive rational prime such that L(6i)/L is a Galois and cogalois exstension 
with Galois group C,-, (Lemma 7). Then Ki = F(cc,d,)/F is a cogalois extension of 
order p”~+~ = IGil. On the other hand, 
gp”‘, LYLE’  F and [,“, E L c Ki , 
SO Ki/F is also a Galois extension. 
Let Ji = Gal(Ki/F). We shall see that Ji 2 Gi. Let r E Ji be such that 
(r) = Gal(Ki/L) z C,-, with T(6i) = [pm.di. Furthermore r(c1) = CL, and s([,n) = [,n. 
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Let cp E Ji be such that (q mod (t)) 2 Gal(L/F) z C,< with q(a) = ;,6,~. In part&- 
lar, since zP~+‘~~ = i,q, we have 
(p(&.)q = cp(a”*‘+‘ “) = <;a+(’ n&‘+“’ = ;,“_‘[p,,q = $p’q, so V(i,“) = <$P‘, 
We have that Ji = {t, ‘p). Furthermore 
(p(bi)‘“” = cp@p”‘) = 
i 
iP ‘~~,a”‘qi if e > ti 
qi if e 5 ti 
i 
(i,“,, .IIm,, jji)p”t’ if e > ti 
= df”’ if f? I ti . 
(7) 
We will consider two cases: 
(a) If ti 2 e, we choose (cp) = Gal(Ki/F(Si)), (P(6,) = 6i and cp”’ = 1. Furthermore, 
we have cp t cp- ’ = ~~ ‘PI, Let $I = gp~p”~” cp, pi to be chosen later. By Lemma 4, 
*PC’ = Td, “P”II +lP’ll(pP” = .+I’ +IP’llP” 
with I relatively prime to p, and s1 = s - v,(2). We choose ,ui such that 
pi[ 1 + Ip”‘] = 1 mod p”” and then I/I”” = gp”. We note that pi = 1 modp”~. Furhter- 
more, $ztj-’ = ~l+~‘. Finally, Ji = (T,I,!I) with tP”“= 1, IC/r$-’ = sltp’ and 
II/P” = TP”, SO Ji z Gi and we have T(X) = X, T([,m) = [,n, T(si) = ipm,di; II/(U) = ips,~, 
I&<,“) = $+pS and I = ;$,+,.-,, 6; with pi E 1 mod p”. 
(b) Now we consider the case ti < e. In this situation, from (7) we obtain 
(~(6~) = ~$,[pm,+l.~l, bi = ~~.f!~~~“6i = ;$si with pi z 1 mod p”’ 
Using induction and Lemma 3, it follows that 
qP”(Si) = ;;;T[’ +IP“ldi = ;;~,‘~‘P”lcji = c;$’ di 
with yi = 1 modp”, P” v = min{sI,r - ti) 2 1. Therefore we have ‘ppV = T, , where 
T, = T*‘, (tI) = (5). Hence Ji = {zl, cpj with cpp” = xf”, of”” = 1 . 
Finally, 
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Hence, Ji z Gi. In addition we have 
HI = 51, rl(<,n) = cPn, rr(6i) = (;.,6i) ri E 1 modp”, 
u = min(sI,e - ti}; cp(cC) = cPeU, cp(c,n) = [j:P’, 
(p(6i) = [~Vll,+<_#, 6i, pi G 1 modp’-‘4. 
The next step is to put together all the extensions build above. Let K1 = F(dl, cc)/F 
be a Galois and cogalois extension with Galois group 
JI = {cp1,71 I 7frn’ = 1, cp;’ = 7;“, cp171 cp;’ = 7: ‘“}) 
the action being as above. Let d2 be such that 
s;m2 = 
i 
up”92 if e > t2 
92 if e I t2 
with q2 a positive rational prime such that K2 = F(G,,cr)/F is a Galois and cogalois 
extension with Galois group 
J2 = {(P2,72 I7$“’ = 1, Cp;’ = 7;“, (p2 72 q; 1 = 7;+“} 
and such that L(6,)/L and K1K2 = F(61,82,cc)/K1 are Galois and cogalois with 
Galois group C,m, (Lemma 7). 
Now K = K1 K,/F is cogalois. Since 
G?“,?$,~<EF and ipn~L~K, 
it follows that K/F is also a Galois extension. Furthermore, [K : F] = pe+ml+mz. 
Let (71) = Gal(K/K,) Z Gal(K1/L), (72) = Gal(K/K,) z Gal(K,/L) and 
choose (p1,~2 such that Gal(K,/F) = (cpl,rl} and Gal(K,/F) = {cpz,r2}, where Cpi, Zi 
act as described above, i = 1,2 and also (~~(6,) = S2, q2(bl) = dl. Let 
O1,& E Gal(K/F) be such that OIIK, = cpl, 02,K1 = 41~. Then Gal(K/F) = 
{&,rlrrz} = {&,r,,r,}. 
We will see that there exists k E E such that 
(7!~1)(&) = e2(h2). (8) 
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(a) We consider first the case e < t2. In this situation we have 




Therefore k = p2pf2-e - j satisfies (8). 
(b) Now let e > t,. Then 
0,(8,) = q!2+<~rQ52, 
with pz f 1 modp’-“, 
8,(6;m2) = B&P”qz) = ~P~-I’zp’2q2 = (~pm,+142)pm2, 
hence 
On the other hand, we have 
(r:fIr)(&) = [i-2[pm2+r-12<32?j2, r2 E 1 modp”, u = min{s,,e - r2}. 
If pz = 1 + Ip’-‘*, then taking k E Z such that k E r; ‘(I - j)modpm2 we obtain (8). 
Therefore, in any case, there exists k E Z such that (t:Q,)(8,) = 0,(S,). Let B = r:fll. 
Then Gal(K/F) = {fI,rI,t2} with QIR, = cpr, BiK2 = cpz, 
Pm1 * 
71 = > 
P’“, 
T2 = 1. 
On the other hand 
Now, 
Or1 e-l@,) = 401 T1 qlo;‘(61) = r:+P’(61), 
05, e-‘(s,) = cpzs, cp;l(d,) = (p2(p;1(s2) = 62 = z:+q&), 
t)Tl o-‘(a) = cp1 t, cp;$g = T:+p ‘(4. 
Therefore, 0 zr 6-l = T:+~‘. Similarly, 6) r2 d- ’ = 74 +“. Hence, Gal(K/F) Z 
Gl{aj, > a,). 
The general case follows by induction on r using the above construction. 
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Explicitly, we have proved that, there exist r distinct positive rational primes 
q,,q,, . . , yr such that if, 
iSpm, =
i 
a”‘qi if e > ti 
4i if e i fi 
then the extension K = F(b2, . . . ,&,a)/F is Galois and cogalois 
given by (2) cp. E K, iy,“+~$K. Moreover there are infinitely 
sions. 0 
with Galois group 
many such exten- 
Corollary 4. Given any allowable p-group G, there exist Galois and cogalois extensions 
K/F of number jields with Galois group G. 
Proof. If G is given by (2) we apply Proposition 5 to the field F = Q(<,>)_ 0 
6. Sufficient conditions II: Case r = 1 
In this section we consider a group G given by (2) with r = 1. That is 
G=(a,b(upm=l,bPr=aP’,bab-l=al+p’,s~l 
ands>2ifp=2,t<m,s+t>m,s+r>m}. (9) 
First we will study the case when G is the semidirect product of {u} with {b}, that is, 
when t = m. Explicitly, G is of the form: 
G = {a,b\aPm = bP’= 1, babP1 = a’+f”} z (afx(b} z C,-XC,*. (10) 
For a non-abelian group G given by (lo), we have G/G’ z CpY @ C,<. Since 
o(a) = pm and o(b) = p”-, exp(G) = p” where n = max{e,m}. Finally, t = m > 
min (e, s, t). Hence by Proposition 4, if a number field F satisfies (3) with respect to G, 
then 
F(i,n)/F is pure, n = max{m,e}, [,A+l$F and [,-~n:~.~: E F. (11) 
Proposition 6. The conditions given by (11) suj‘icefor a number,field F to satislv (3) with 
respect to a group G given by (10). 
Proof. If’s I e, then [,? E F, <pt+~$F, so the result follows from Proposition 5. 
If e < s, then n = m. Let [,u E F, ip~+l $F, where e I u < s. We may assume u < s. 
Now we have G/G’ z C,, 0 C,<. First we construct an extension E = F(rJiP”), with 
o(x’lp”, E*/F*) = pm, and such that <,q E E, ipL+l$E. 
Let 
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where q is a positive rational prime as in Lemma 6, that is, q is such that 
F(cxl’Ps))/ is a Galois and cogalois extension with Galois group CPI,cP~ E F(oz”~‘), 
&“I f#?F(tli’P ‘). In particular, since q can be chosen unramified in F/Q, fi$E, and 
then it is easy to see that E/F is a cogalois, non-normal extension, with cogalois group 
isomorphic to C,-, [,a E E, [,,s+ I$ E and F(c(“~‘) is the maximal normal extension of 
F in E. 









L = F(fil’P’) with /I = qqim-‘, 
q. a positive rational prime to be chosen later. Since fig E, we have that L n E = F. 
Let K1 = LF(c(“Ps) = F(fl”P’, al/P”). We have alIPmm” fi-“/Pm-’ = ipmqO ’ E Kl (because 
m - u I m - e < s). Therefore <,- E K,. It follows that K I/F is a Galois extension 
with Galois group isomorphic to C,* @ C,. z G/G’. 
Since F(a”p”)nF(~‘~Pc) = F, if K = F(cx~~~~,/~~~~‘), it follows that K/F is a Galois 
extension (since [,- E K, E K) and K/F is a neat presentation [2, p. 2621 with Galois 
group Gal(K/F) = (q,z), where (q) = Gal(K/F(a”P”)), (T) = Gal(K/F( b”pe)), 
cpp’ = 1, rpm = 1, (z)a Gal(K/F) (since ipe E F). 
F F( /I”‘) 
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We can choose z so that r(c(“p”) = [p&‘*m. Hence 
and 
Now, using Lemma 2 and (12) we have ~~‘(a”~~) = alip‘, therefore, 
K”“’ = F(&P’,pl/Pe) and Gal(K/F)/(tPs) g C,. 0 C,s 
(12) 
On the other hand, we have that cp([,m) = [bm with i relatively prime to p. Since 
cP. E F(a”Pm), &,.+I$F(~~‘~ m), it follows that u,(i - 1) = s. Now using Lemma 2, we 
have that 
zl+Ps (&Pm) = $,,‘oll/Pm 
with uP(j - 1) = s. Therefore, there exists k E Z relatively prime to p, such that 
ik E jmodp”. We have 
qrq--‘(&Prn) = ,,_,l,prn. 
Then 
cpk5cp-k(O!llpm) = fm,l/,- = &clll~m = T1+~‘(al/~m), 
Let cpk(b”p’) = [rep l/P’. Then q-k(fillp’) = {~“‘P~/P’. 
Therefore 
cpk.tcp-k(fi”Pe) = cP”r(<;~‘“fil’p’) = <;“$,k(/+“) = @/P’ = T’+~‘(fi”~e)~ 
Hence,ifI// = cpk, thenGal(K/F) = {Ic/,r} with$P’= l,rpm = l,t,+rt,-’ = z~+~‘, that 
is, Gal(K/F) E {u>~{b}. 
It remains to prove that q and q. can be chosen such that K/F is also a cogalois 
extension. Up to now, q and q. have been chosen so that 
F(u”~“)/F and F(fil’p’)/F are cogalois, F(a”P”)n F(P”f) = F, 
q # p, q # qo, q. # p and q,qo unramified in F/Q. (13) 
First we observe that if 1 E P, il E K, then F(L;,)/F is abelian and it follows that 
[, E K1 = F(a ‘lp”, j?“pe) which is the maximal abelian extension of F in K, with Galois 
group G/G’. Since q. is unramified in F/Q and q # q. we have that ~,,-+I$K. 
Let 
with K,,,,/F having Galois group isomorphic to C,S @ CPe and q, q. satisfying (13). 
Since K,,,,/F IS a neat presentation, it follows from [2, Theorem 2.31 that any 
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intermediate xtension, F s M E K4,40 is generated by at most two monomials in 
roots of 
It follows that if M # F, q or qO is ramified in M/F except when M G F(<,-). 
Let {q, qO}, {q’, qb} be two pairs of primes satisfying (13), with q, qO, q’, qb pairwise 
different. Then 
Lo n JG,,; = F(b). (14) 
Let 1 be a prime such that for a pair {q, qO} satisfying (13), c2r E Kq,40. Then I ramifies 
in F/Q or 1= q or 1 = q,,. We take q and q. larger than P~+~[F: Q] + 2, then 1 # q, 
1 # q. and 1 ramifies in F/Q. We consider the set a = (1 prime1 1ramifies in F/Q, 
irl4 W,m)}. Th en, by (14), we have that for each 1 E a there exists at most a pair 
{q, qo} as above and such that lzl E K,~,,. Therefore, eliminating this finite number of 
pairs, K,,,JF is a Gal&s and cogalois extension with Galois group given by (10) 
(recall that F([,m)/F is pure). 0 
Now we solve the general case, when r = 1. 
Let G be given by (9). Then 
G’ = {a”‘} and G/G’ = {&b), o(Z) = p’, 
o(6) = 
i 
P’ if t2.s 
P 




f+=-l@ Cpl if t < s and t < e, 
c,e @ c,s otherwise. 
On the other hand, o(a) = pm, o(b) = p”+“-‘, so exp(G) = p”, with 
n = max{m,e + m - t>. Therefore, 
X(G) = 
c,- 0 c,= if e I t, 
c p~i~~z @ C,I if t < e. 
Thus, by Proposition 4, if a number field F satisfies (3) with respect o G, G given by (9) 
we have 
F([,.)/F is pure, n = max{e,e + m - t}, [,” E F, u = min{e,s, t}, 
ipS+*tV 4 F, where w = 0 except when t = min {e, s, t> 
and in this case w = e - t (15) 
Proposition 7. The conditions given in (15) suficefor a numberJield F to satisfy (3) with 
respect to an allowable p-group given by (9). 
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Proof. If t = min(e, t,s), then, by (4), G s (b) XI (~3 with o(x) = pf, xbx-’ = 
b’+p”,+” . The result follows from Proposition 6. 
Ifs=min{e,t,s},(15)impliesthat[,~~F,~,~+1 $F. The result follows from Proposi- 
tion 5. 
Finally, if e = min (e, t, s), by (5), we have G = {a,~) = (a)m(x> with xp* = 1, 
xax -’ = ul+p’. The result follows from Proposition 6. 0 
7. General case 
Now let G be given by (2). First of all, we will study the remaining case ml > s L mz. 
We have 
G’ = (a;‘). 
Here the conditions given by Proposition 4 for a number field to satisfy (3) with 
respect o G are 
ipzz E F where G/G’ = Cpa, @ C,a, @ .‘. @ Cplr, a1 2 CQ 2 ... 2 &, 
F([,“)/F is pure, where p’ = exp(G) and &, .+I+-$F, with w = 0 except when 
ti = min{e,s, ti} and in this case, w = e - ti . (16) 
Let A = Ai x Al, where 
e’ = e + U, t; = min{mi, tl + U}, U = IllaXir 2 {WIi - ti}, A2 Z (X2, . . . ,X,} G Cp9 Q ... 
@ C,-.. We observe that Ai E (a,,b) = G1 and A, z {a2, .. . ,a,) = GZ. 
Lemma 8. Let 
A/A’ z C,r, 0 CPp, 0 ... 0 C,a., PI 2 P2 2 ... 2 /?,,, 
G/G’ = C,., @ C,=, @ ... @I C,=, , Ctl 2 c(~ 2 ‘.. 2 ak. 
Then fi2 = a2 and exp(A) = exp(G). Furthermore, there exists a natural epimorphism of 
groups c$ : A + G. 
Proof. Let (6r : Al + G1 and 42 : A2 -+ G2 be the natural isomorphisms. We have that 
G2 E Z(G), the center of G and G = G, Gz. Let 4: Al x A2 + G be given by 
c$(E~,Q) = 41(~1)&(~2). Then 4 is an epimorphism and &J(A’) = G’. 
On the other hand, we have 
{x;‘} = A’ = A; g G; = G’ = (a?} 
and 
Al/A; r G,/G; G G/G’; A, z AZ/A; 2 G,/G; 2 G2 E G/G’. 
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Set 
AI/A; z C,Y, @ CPYl with y1 2 y2, AZ/A; z Cpm, @ .‘. 0 Cpm, . 
Then a2 2 y2 and tx2 2 m2 (because s 2 m2). Therefore, cz2 2 b2, Conversely, $J indu- 
ces an epimorphism from A/A’ to G/G’, so fi2 2 u2. 
Finally, exp(A) = exp(G) = p”, where n = max{mI, e + z}, Z=lllaXizl 
{mi - ti}. 0 
Proposition 8. If a number field F satisjes (16), then F satisjies (3) with respect to the 
group G given by (2) with ml > s 2 m2. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, the conditions in (16) determined by G are the same as those 
determined by A except that if we denote by cpz+~+Wa and [p9+~+uc the roots not in 
F given by Proposition 4 with respect to A and G respectively, we have wA 2 wG. 
Therefore [pi+ I +V $ F implies iPs+ I+ wA $F. Now, by Proposition 7, there exists a Galois 
and cogalois extension E/F with Galois group isomorphic to AI g G1. Now, since 
i pm, E F E E, there exist infinitely many positive rational primes q2, . . , q, such that, if 
L = F(q:,‘p-2, ...,q;‘pm’), K = EL = E(q;‘P”2, . . . , q;‘pm’), 
then, K/E and L/F are both Galois and cogalois with Galois group isomorphic to 
A2 E G2 (see [l, Proposition 221). 
Therefore, K/F is Galois and cogalois with Galois group isomorphic to 
A = AI x AZ. Set K1 = Kkerb, I#I given in Lemma 8. Then K, /F is the required 
extension. 0 
From Proportions 5, 7 and 8, it follows that the necessary conditions given in 
Proposition 4 for a number field F to satisfy (3) with respect o an arbitrary allowable 
p-group, are also sufficient. Therefore, we have proved the main result in this paper: 
Theorem 5. Let G be an allowable p-group given by (2). Let p” = exp(G) and 
G/G’ Z C,=, @ C,Q, @ ... @ Cpai, Ci1 2 tX2 2 ... 2 c(k. 
Let F be a number$eld. Then, there exists a Galois and cogalois extension K/F with 
Galois group G if and only $ 
(9 cPzi E F, 
(ii) F(c,.)I/F is pure, 
(iii) cpst ltw $F, where w = 0 except when 
(a) r 2 2, m2 I s and tI = min{s, tl, e} or 
(b) r = 1, tl = min{s,t,,e) 
and in these cases, w = e - tl. 
Finally, we consider an arbitrary allowable group G. Set G = G1 x G2 x ... x Gk, 
the canonical decomposition of G in its Sylow subgroups, that is, each Gi is an 
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allowable pi-group given by (2) or (2’) and pl, ~2, .. . , pk are different primes. If a field 
F has a Galois and cogalois extension K/F with Galois group isomorphic to G, then 
clearly F has Galois and cogalois extensions Ki/F with Galois group isomorphic to 
Gi, i = 1, . . . , k. Conversely, if F admits Galois and cogalois extensions KJF with 
Galois group isomorphic to G;, i = 1, . . . , k, then we observe that for pi # pj, we have 
that p(Kr Kz . ..Ki-rKi+r . . . &)n W(pj) = p(F)n W(pj). It follows by induction, 
using the construction of the extensions given in Propositions 5, 7 and 8, that there 
exist Ki, i = 1, . . . , k, such that K = Kt K, ... KJF is a Galois and cogalois extension 
with Galois group isomorphic to G. That is, we have the following result: 
Theorem 6. Let G be a non-abelian allowable group, G = G1 x . . . x Gk, Gi the pi-Sylow 
subgroup of G given by (2). Let F be a numberfield. Then the following three statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) F admits infinitely many Galois and cogalois extensions with Gatois group 
isomorphic to G, 
(ii) For all i, i = , . . . , k, F admits infinitely many Galois and cogalois extensions with 
Galois group isomorphic to Gi, 
(iii) If G/G' 2 C,, 0 C,, @ -‘a 0 C,,, with nl 1 n2 ( ... In,, then i,,_, E F, F(<,)/F is 
pure, where n = exp (G) and [,#F, where m = p’; ...pF, ci = 0 if Gi is abelian and 
ci = si + 1 + Wi, Wi = 0 with the exceptions described in Theorem 5 if Gi is not abelian. 
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